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The air transportation network, a fundamental component of critical infrastructure, is formed from a collec-
tion of individual air carriers, each one with a methodically designed and engineered network structure. We
analyze the individual structures of the seven largest passenger carriers in the USA and find that networks with
dense interconnectivity, as quantified by large k cores for high values of k, are extremely resilient to both
targeted removal of airports �nodes� and random removal of flight paths �edges�. Such networks stay connected
and incur minimal increase in an heuristic travel time despite removal of a majority of nodes or edges. Similar
results are obtained for targeted removal based on either node degree or centrality. We introduce network
rewiring schemes that boost resilience to different levels of perturbation while preserving total number of flight
and gate requirements. Recent studies have focused on the asymptotic optimality of hub-and-spoke spatial
networks under normal operating conditions, yet our results indicate that point-to-point architectures can be
much more resilient to perturbations.
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Air travel is a principal means of fast and effective trans-
portation of people and goods over large distances across
countries or continents around the globe. It is critical to the
functioning of countries and the world economy as a whole.
The aggregate network of air travel worldwide built by con-
sidering all flights among all destinations throughout the
globe �the world airline network� has been the subject of
much recent study �1–5�. The focus has been on analysis of
overall flow patterns and the consequences for the spread of
global epidemics �4�, as well as identifying the overall im-
portance of individual airports �5�. An aggregate level analy-
sis has also been carried out on the airline networks of a few
individual countries by studying their temporal evolution �6�
or by uncovering similarities with the world airline network,
namely, “scale-free” and small-world characteristics �7,8�.

Our interest is not in overall flow but in design and op-
eration of critical infrastructure. The aggregate view of air
travel is built up from a collection of coexisting airline net-
works, operated independently by distinct entities. Each in-
dependent operator must build a well-connected and eco-
nomically successful airline network which is resilient to
random or systematic vagaries, ranging from acts of nature
to terrorism. Furthermore, an individual airline has direct
control only over its own network, thus understanding
changes to an individual network structure that can lead to
improved efficiency and resilience is quite relevant.

Herein we analyze and contrast the network structures of
the seven largest passenger airlines in the United States of
America �USA�. Small-world attributes are exhibited by the
network of each carrier, yet, rather than scale-free power-law

distributions, we find that the distribution in airport connec-
tivity is better described by either a simple exponential decay
or a cumulative logarithmic-normal distribution. More pro-
nounced than distribution in connectivity, we find that South-
west �SW� Airlines stands apart from the other six carriers by
its k-core structure �defined in detail below� and its extreme
resilience to random or targeted deletion of nodes �airports�
or edges �flight paths�. Edge deletion corresponds to, for in-
stance, weather preventing travel between two airports, while
node deletion corresponds to closure of an airport. SW has
essentially built a core network, comprising more than half
of its overall destinations, which is a dense mesh of intercon-
nected high-degree �i.e., “hub”� airports. We explore the in-
terplay between placing hubs in the periphery versus the core
of a network and introduce a general network rewiring pro-
cess which keeps constant the demand on each node and the
amount of flow between nodes, which enhances the k-core
structure and increases resilience of a network.

One fundamental consideration when building a new air-
line network or expanding an existing one is whether to pre-
fer “point-to-point” �PP� or “hub-and-spoke” �HS� connec-
tivity. In the PP scenario, a passenger can travel on a direct
nonstop flight to a range of destinations at shorter distances,
but to travel considerable lengths has to transit and take mul-
tiple flights. In the HS scenario, in contrast, a passenger can
travel nonstop only to a few central hubs and from there
transit to their final destination �almost always requiring two
hops unless the hub is their ultimate destination�. Rigorous
analysis shows asymptotic optimality of HS models for spa-
tial transportation networks with transfer costs �9�. Analytic
arguments, backed by numerical simulations, indicate that
HS architectures are optimal for travelers wishing to mini-
mize the number of connecting flights required instead of
overall distance traveled �10�. Inspired in part by studies on
airport networks, a general model of weighted networks via
an optimization principle was proposed in which a clear spa-
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tial hierarchical organization, with local hubs distributing
traffic in smaller regions, emerges as a result of the optimi-
zation �11�. Thus, there seems to be a growing consensus in
the literature regarding HS structures arising out of optimi-
zation of resources. However, real-world structures need to
also be resilient and robust. As shown herein, PP structures
can be much more resilient than HS structures.

The majority of the larger airlines operating in the USA at
present predominantly follow the HS pattern. This was not
the case prior to 1978 when the USA Federal Government
regulated air traffic, with special attention paid to ensure that
lower traffic routes were not ignored �12�, effectively enforc-
ing PP architectures. Once deregulated in 1978, most airlines
gradually shifted to their current HS pattern. A significant
exception was SW Airlines, which continued to build a PP
system.

As of the end of 2007 �the focal year for our data collec-
tion� SW was the largest airline �by both number of domestic
passengers and domestic departures� not only in the United
States but also in the entire world �13�. Its sheer size together
with the extremely consistent economic success of SW �14�
provides strong evidence for the efficacy of PP networks. As
shown in Fig. 1, while the major carriers experienced dra-
matic growth after deregulation, all except SW stagnated by
1992. SW continued to grow throughout the entire period
and surpassed all of the carriers in terms of annual departures
by 2000. Throughout its growth, starting from a handful of
airports to its current size, the SW network has maintained a
PP structure. It is notable that SW is the smallest carrier by
the number of airports served, but the airports that it does
serve are on average larger than those served by the other
carriers �except US Airways�, with an average of 6�106

passengers leaving an airport served by SW during the 2007
calendar year. Ryanair and Easyjet are two examples of suc-
cessful PP carriers in Europe �16�. Innovative management
policies have also played an important part in the success of
SW and are studied extensively in business literature �see,
for instance, Ref. �17��.

Here our focus is on network infrastructure with a view to
efficiently design or restructure individual networks so they
are well connected, robust, and resilient to disturbances.
These findings provide theoretical insight and may be rel-
evant to entities engaged in designing or altering large-scale
airline networks, for instance, operators expanding airline
networks in developing nations, carriers needing to shrink an
airline �i.e., eliminate flights with minimal impact�, and car-
riers needing to assess the quality of network infrastructure
which would result from a merger with another carrier.

I. NETWORKS

All certificated USA air carriers are required to file
monthly reports with the USA Department of Transportation,
Bureau of Transportation Statistics, detailing information on
every flight segment flown during that month. This informa-
tion is maintained in a public database �18�, from which we
download information on every “scheduled passenger ser-
vice” class flight segment flown by each of the seven largest
U.S. passenger carriers for the entire 2007 calendar year. To
isolate the structure of passenger carriers we neglect the
small fraction of flights by these carriers which are desig-
nated by the “cargo” �only� class or “nonscheduled passenger
service” �charter� class. Yet, in order to compare the structure
of a passenger carrier with a cargo-only air carrier, we also
download all flights flown during the 2007 calendar year by
two cargo-only carriers �Federal Express and United Parcel
Service�. We neglect scheduling and restrict ourselves to the
domestic routes of international carriers.

The seven largest US passenger airlines �by number of
passengers flown� are in order, SW, American Airlines �AA�,
Delta �DL�, United Airlines �UA�, Northwest �NW�, US Air-
ways �US�, and Continental �CO�. These seven carriers ac-
count for 61.6% of all domestic passengers enplaned in
2007. For each carrier c we construct two distinct views of
the network. The first, denoted as Gc�Nc ,Ec�, is a binary
view capturing connectivity �i.e., which airports are con-
nected via direct flights�. The second, denoted as Wc�Nc ,Ec�,
captures both connectivity and the total number of flights
flown between airports. To explicitly construct Wc�Nc ,Ec� a
directed edge is added from each origin airport to its desti-
nation airport, with edge weight equal to the total number of
flight segments from that origin to that destination flown by
carrier c in 2007. The unweighted �binary� version of this
graph is Gc�Nc ,Ec� and is the equivalent of the “route map”
for that carrier. The vertices in both views, Nc, are the set of
all airports listed as an origin or destination airport for carrier
c which are also included in that carrier’s list of official
domestic destinations as stated on June 2008. This data
“scrubbing” step eliminates airports used only for diverted
aircraft �which have substantially fewer numbers of flights
than official airports and otherwise introduce noise�.

We consider both node degree and strength. The out de-
gree of node i, qi

out, is the number of distinct destinations that
can be reached directly from i. The in degree, qi

in, is the
number of distinct incoming origins. We find qi

in�qi
out �air-

ports are almost always connected in both directions�, so we
simply denote node degree as qi. We also consider the
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FIG. 1. �Color online� Annual domestic departures �A� for the
major U.S. airlines for each year between 1974 and 2008, mined
from �15�.
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“strength” si of the ith node, defined as in Ref. �3�. The in
strength �out strength� of an airport is the total number of
flights landing �departing� there, for that specific carrier, in
2007. Formally, the in strength �out strength� is the sum over
all edge weights in Wc�Nc ,Ec� for edges terminating �origi-
nating� at that node. We find si

in�si
out; so for the remainder

we treat all edges as undirected and set the undirected edge
weights in Wc to be the maximum edge weight in either
direction.

In addition to the networks of individual carriers, we con-
struct three different views of the aggregate airline network
of the USA: Agg7, which is the aggregate over the seven
largest passenger carriers; AggPass, which is the aggregate
over all “scheduled passenger service” class flights flown
during 2007 by all carriers �not just the seven largest�; fi-
nally, AggAll is the aggregate over every single flight seg-
ment flown during 2007, regardless of service class or car-
rier. Formally, to construct the distinct aggregate views we
take the union over all nodes and edges for the set of carriers
involved: GAgg�NAgg ,EAgg� where NAgg=�cN

c, EAgg=�cE
c,

and WAgg�NAgg ,EAgg�, where EAgg is the sum over all the
corresponding edge weights. Finally, in light of a merger
between two carriers �NW and DL�, which took place in
early 2008 �19�, we construct their merged networks,
GNW+DL and WNW+DL.

II. CHARACTERIZATION

A. General metrics

We first compare the network structures of the distinct
airlines. Results are summarized in Table I, with the passen-
ger airlines listed in order of increasing number of airports
serviced �N�. Also included are the results for the three dif-

ferent aggregate views �Agg7, AggPass, and AggAll�, the
two cargo carriers Federal Express �FX� and United Parcel
Service �UPS�, and the “NW+DL” network. The number of
distinct direct connections between airports for each carrier
is listed as E �the total number of edges in Gc�Nc ,Ec��. The
average airport degree for each airline network, denoted as
�q�, is simply �q�=2E /N. The average shortest path length
over all source-destination pairs is denoted as �l�. �This is the
average number of flight segments required to fly from any
airport in the network to any other.� The average clustering
coefficient �21� is denoted �C�.

For comparison, we generate a corresponding Erdős-
Rényi �ER� random graph for each carrier, using that carri-
er’s N and E values. The values of �l� and the average value
of betweenness centrality �20� for the actual carriers agree
almost exactly with the values for the corresponding ER re-
alizations, strongly suggesting that density alone determines
these two properties. All remaining properties show signifi-
cant differences between the real networks and ER equiva-
lents. Note that all carriers have �l�� ln N and values of
�C�� �CER�, thus can be considered “small-world” networks.
It is noteworthy that SW has �l��1.5, with the remaining
carriers all having �l��2 �requiring two hops between most
source-destination pairs�.

To quantify the extent to which a network follows the HS
pattern, the degree assortativity coefficient �22�, r, seems a
natural choice. r�0 indicates a tendency of high-degree
nodes to connect to other high-degree nodes. r�0 indicates
a tendency of high-degree nodes to connect to low-degree
nodes. Thus, a larger negative �disassortative� value of r
should indicate that the network follows the HS paradigm
more closely. Previous studies have found the airport net-
works of China and India and the airline networks of Euro-
pean carriers to be strongly disassortative �Refs. �7,8,23�,

TABLE I. Basic network properties of the carriers. N and E denote the number of nodes and edges,
respectively, and �q� the mean node degree. �l� and �C� denote, respectively, the mean of the geodesic and
clustering coefficient distributions. r and G�q� denote degree assortativity and Gini coefficients. ��q� is the
skewness of the degree distribution. Agg7 is the aggregate over the seven largest passenger carriers; AggPass
is the aggregate over all “scheduled passenger service” class flights flown during 2007 by all carriers, not just
the seven largest; AggAll is the aggregate over every single flight segment flown during 2007, regardless of
service class of carrier.

Carrier N E �q� �l� �C� r G�q� ��q�

SW 64 892 27.88 1.542 0.731 −0.177 0.254 226.3

US 96 556 11.58 1.990 0.672 −0.367 0.521 1053.8

CO 117 736 12.58 1.935 0.628 −0.330 0.512 1742.8

UA 121 737 12.18 1.983 0.640 −0.320 0.498 1839.6

AA 121 1163 19.22 1.889 0.646 −0.280 0.461 1542.0

NW 132 753 11.41 2.023 0.624 −0.269 0.493 2130.1

DL 133 906 13.62 1.943 0.586 −0.272 0.499 2168.7

NW+DL 163 1529 18.76 1.985 0.617 −0.256 0.497 2682.7

UPS 107 606 11.33 1.929 0.620 −0.249 0.427 1618.7

FX 334 1355 8.11 3.060 0.579 −0.047 0.548 1457.1

Agg7 197 3505 35.58 1.926 0.710 −0.244 0.497 2993.1

AggPass 817 9688 23.72 3.181 0.639 0.185 0.630 8758.7

AggAll 1258 17437 27.72 3.005 0.557 0.097 0.677 17484.5
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respectively�, while in contrast the world airline network
shows assortative behavior �3�.

As can be seen in Table I, we find that all the individual
carriers as well as their aggregate view �Agg7� have disas-
sortative structures, yet AggPass is assortative and FX and
AggAll have values of r close to zero. The value of r for SW
is about half the magnitude of the other passenger carriers as
would be expected given SW’s predominantly PP structure.
However, the value of r for FX is significantly smaller in
magnitude than that for SW, though we explicitly observe
that the topology of FX exhibits strong HS structure. In this
context, we turn to a measure used in the transportation lit-
erature �24� to quantify the extent of HS structure, the Gini
coefficient �25�. The degree Gini coefficient, G�q�, is defined
for a network of size N as

G�q� =

	
i=1

N

	
j=1

N


qi − qj


N2�q�
, �1�

where �q�=2E /N. It essentially measures the magnitude of
the difference in node degree between all pairs of nodes in a
network normalized by average node degree. As seen in
Table I, the Gini coefficient metric correctly indicates the HS
structure of FX. Likewise, the values of G�q� indicate ex-
tremely strong HS structures for AggPass and AggAll, while
the values of r indicate assortative PP structures. The Gini
coefficient has been widely used in fields such as economics
�25� and ecology �26�. Our findings indicate that the Gini
coefficient more accurately captures the HS versus PP nature
of a network than does the assortativity coefficient.

The assortativity coefficient is by definition a correlation
coefficient and it is well known that correlation coefficients
are extremely sensitive to outliers �27�. Federal Express of-
ficially reports that their network has a “superhub” in Mem-
phis, Tennessee �which also ranks as the world’s largest
cargo airport� �28�. Memphis thus acts as an outlier and
changes the value of assortativity that would otherwise have
been expected for FX. The vast majority of commercial car-
riers have a HS structure and when we merge all the net-
works together to create the AggPass and AggAll views, a
few superhubs may arise as an artifact of merging the com-
mon hubs of many carriers. This appears to be the cause of
the positive values of assortativity for AggPass and AggAll
�where large values of the Gini coefficient in both these cases
would lead us to expect disassortative networks�. Notably, in
Agg7, such an unexpected value of assortativity is not wit-
nessed �which in part is due to the PP structure of SW which
counteracts to some extent the HS structure of other six pas-
senger carriers�.

We carried out a detailed analysis of betweenness central-
ity �20� in the manner of Ref. �5� for all the passenger air-
lines. For a few airlines, we do find examples of airports with
betweenness values that are relatively higher than their de-
gree �e.g., Houston Intercontinental Airport �IAH� for CO,
Phoenix International Airport �PHX� for US, Lambert-St.
Louis International Airport �STL� for AA, and Los Angeles
International Airport �LAX� for DL�. However, this mis-

match is not as strongly disproportionate as that of, say, the
Anchorage airport in Ref. �5�. Hence, we classify our obser-
vation as “weak anomalous centrality.”

We analyze the distribution of node degree and node
strength, with p�q� as the observed probability of a carrier
having a node of degree q and p�s� as the observed probabil-
ity of having a node with strength s. The raw probability
distributions are noisy; thus, we construct the complemen-
tary cumulative distributions P�x�=	i�xp�x�. These cumula-
tive distributions are right skewed for each carrier, with the
value of degree distribution skewness given in Table I under
��q�. �Note that the skew for SW is one order of magnitude
less than that for other carriers.�

We also analyze how well each empirically observed de-
gree distribution and strength distribution can be fit by a
theoretical distribution, considering the following forms: �1�
power law, �2� exponential, �3� stretched exponential, �4�
power law with exponential decay, and �5� cumulative
logarithmic-normal distribution. We use the nonlinear least-
squares fitting routine of the R Statistical Computing plat-
form �29� to solve for the parameter values for each candi-
date distribution which provide the best fit to the data.
Finally, we calculate the residual sum of squares between
these best fit candidate distributions and the empirical data.
In almost all cases, one of the candidate distributions clearly
minimizes this difference. Although there exist more rigor-
ous methods for extracting the best fit power-law exponent to
a data set �30�, the airline networks analyzed herein are too
far from power-law distributions to warrant the overhead as-
sociated with such techniques.

Figure 2 shows the results for SW, for AA �representative
of the other carries�, and AggAll �the aggregate over all
flights flown in 2007�. Focusing on the cumulative degree
distribution, P�q�, the SW network is best described by the
cumulative logarithmic-normal distribution. The other six in-
dividual carriers all have networks with P�q� well described
by simple exponential distributions. Likewise, the theoretical
distribution which best describes the aggregate over the
seven passenger carriers �Agg7� is a simple exponential dis-
tribution. The aggregate over all passenger carriers �Agg-
Pass� is best described by a cumulative logarithmic-normal
distribution, while the aggregate over all flights flown in
2007 �AggAll� by a power law with exponential decay. Turn-
ing to strength distributions, P�s�, SW is again best described
by a cumulative logarithmic normal, and the aggregate over
all flights flown in 2007 is by a power law with exponential
tail. Although the distributions are broad, all of the distinct
aggregate views have tails decaying more sharply than expo-
nential.

B. k-core structures

The SW network is distinguished from the networks of
the other carriers by the metrics of Table I, yet the difference
in topology is even more pronounced when the k-core struc-
tures of the distinct carriers are compared. The k core of the
network is a subgraph constructed by iteratively pruning all
vertices with degree less than k �31,32�. For instance, starting
from an original network we remove all nodes with degree
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q�k and their corresponding edges, then successively re-
move all nodes �along with their edges� which are now of
degree q�k in the pruned network, and continue iterating
until all remaining nodes have q�k. The remaining sub-
graph is the k core. We also consider the k shell, which
consists of all nodes which are present in the k core but not
in the �k+1� core. Likewise, the “coreness” of node i, de-
noted ci, is defined as the largest value of k for which the
node is a member of the k core. kmax denotes the maximal
coreness within a network �i.e., the value of the maximum k
for which the network has a nonzero k core�.

The k-core decomposition is a computationally inexpen-
sive way of revealing additional details about the structural
role of nodes beyond their degrees and has lately been the
focus of several studies in network theory �33,34�. It has
been used to predict protein functions from protein-protein
interaction networks and amino acid sequences �35� and to
identify the inherent layered structure of the protein interac-
tion network �36�. More recently, the method of k-shell de-
composition has been used to arrive at a model of internet
topology at the autonomous systems level �37� and to gener-
ate random graphs with a specified “k-core fingerprint”
which simulate the autonomous system network of the inter-
net �38�.

Figure 3 shows the k-core structure of all the carriers stud-
ied herein. Here F�k� is the fraction of all nodes with core-
ness greater than or equal to k. Note that for SW all nodes i
have ci�7, and the majority of nodes have extremely large
coreness. Two key quantitative differences are prominent
when comparing the k-core structure of SW to the other car-
riers: the value of kmax and the occupancy of the kmax shell.
For kmax, in spite of having the smallest number of nodes N,
SW achieves the highest k core, with value kmax=20 and
normalized value kmax /N=0.312. �The next largest is AA,
with kmax=17 with normalized value kmax /N=0.140.� With
respect to occupancy, that of the largest shell in SW is espe-
cially remarkable, with 53% of all airports belonging to the
kmax core. In contrast, for AA, 26% belong to the kmax core.

For all the individual airlines studied here, the highest k
shell contains carrier’s hubs and consequently its most viable

transfer points. This is consistent with prior work suggesting
that the core of a network plays a special role in enhancing
navigability of networks where global structural information
is unavailable �39�. The large value of kmax for SW and the
large occupancy of the kmax shell suggest that there are many
redundant transfer points in the SW network in the cases
where a direct connection is not available between source-
destination pairs.

III. RESILIENCE

We examine the individual passenger carrier’s resilience
to random edge deletion and targeted and random node de-
letion. Edge deletion corresponds to, for instance, distur-
bances such as weather preventing travel between a pair of
airports �i.e., deletion of a flight path�. Node deletion corre-
sponds to the closure of an airport. There is extensive litera-
ture investigating various real and simulated networks’ resil-
ience to both random and targeted node and edge removal.
One of the first works in this area found that random uncor-
related power-law networks are robust to random node dele-
tion but vulnerable to targeted attack �41�. Different targeted
attack strategies have hence been investigated using a variety
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of metrics, notably average inverse geodesic distance �also
called “network efficiency”� and the relative size of the larg-
est connected component �42�. The robustness of graphs with
various kinds of degree distributions has also been studied
recently, e.g., in Refs. �43,44� and references therein.

To quantify the performance of the networks under the
various deletion processes, we use two topological measures:
the size of the largest connected component �denoted S� and
a relative global travel cost metric �denoted T� which ac-
counts for both spatial �geographic� distance and geodesic
distance �hop count�.

The metric T is defined by summing over the travel times
of the shortest paths through a network. For a path between i
and j consisting of a sequence of edges �denote them as
�i , i1� , �i1 , i2� , . . . , �im , j��, we calculate the total geographic
length dij by adding the length of the edges �geographic
length of each edge is available in the United States Depart-
ment of Transportation database�,

dij = lii1
+ li1i2

+ ¯ + limj . �2�

Next we convert the geographic path length to a “flight time”
by dividing by a characteristic velocity �v=804.7 km /h
=500 mile /h�, and for each of the m intermediate nodes in
the path we add a fixed “transfer cost” of �=1.0 h to account
for layover time to give the travel time of the path,

tij =
dij

v
+ m� . �3�

For each network, we calculate the path with the shortest
travel time for every possible source-destination pair �i , j�
using Dijkstra’s algorithm �45�, as implemented in the NET-

WORKX package �46� by assigning edge weights to each edge
�k , l� in Gc�Nc ,Ec� corresponding to dkl+v�. We must in-
clude the transfer cost in each edge to ensure that the shortest
path actually minimizes our heuristic flight time and not sim-
ply geographic distance.

Finally, we can define the travel cost for the whole net-
work or for just a subset of nodes in the network M �Nc as
the sum over all of the included path costs,

T�M� =
1

2 	
i�M

	
j�M

tij . �4�

Note that the travel cost over the entire network is T�N�.
Once some nodes are disconnected, there is no path to any

of these disconnected nodes so the travel cost over the whole
network is formally infinite. Consequently, when calculating
the travel cost we consider only the nodes in the largest
connected component of the randomly damaged graph. We
calculate the travel cost between all source-destination pairs
in this subset in the original graph, T0�M�, and in the dam-
aged graph, T�M�, to obtain the relative travel cost of the

damaged network T̄=T�M� /T0�M�. In this manner, we elimi-
nate network size effects by comparing the performance of
the damaged network only with the corresponding original
network.

We first consider the effects of targeted node removal on
the passenger carrier networks. Similarly to the analysis in
�42�, we target nodes iteratively by either degree or between-

ness. That is, we remove the node with the highest degree or
betweenness, then update each node’s degree or between-
ness, and remove the node with the highest degree or be-
tweenness. Figure 4�a� shows the size of the largest con-
nected component, S, for iterative removal of the node with
highest degree as a function of the proportion of nodes re-
moved, t. The inset of Fig. 4�a� shows results for iterative
removal of the node with highest betweenness. The SW net-
work stands out from the other passenger carriers, remaining
fully connected after removing more than 30% of nodes tar-
geted by betweenness and more than 50% of nodes targeted
by degree.

The cost metric also reveals the resilience of SW. Figure
4�b� shows the normalized travel cost metric T�M� /T0�M�
evaluated on the largest connected component M of each
passenger carrier’s network as a function of the proportion of
nodes removed by iterative degree targeting, t. Not only does
the SW network stay fully connected after degree-targeted
removal of a substantial fraction of nodes, but the remaining
network continues to function nearly as efficiently as the
undamaged network. After removing the top 10% of nodes,
the total travel cost has only increased 4% for SW while the
cost of the next best carrier, AA, has increased by nearly
25%. Intuitively, a well-connected �high-density� PP struc-
ture permits multiple nearly shortest paths connecting most
source-destination pairs. In contrast, HS networks which
route the majority of travel paths through relatively few
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FIG. 4. �Color online� �a� S of each passenger carrier’s network
as a function of the proportion of nodes removed by degree-targeted
attack �t�. Targeting by betweenness �inset� rather than degree
causes more rapid breakdown of each carrier’s network. The dashed
diagonal line depicts the maximal size of S under this process for
any network �i.e., the size of S for the corresponding complete
graph�. �b� Normalized travel cost metric T�M� /T0�M� evaluated on
the largest connected component of each passenger carrier’s net-
work as a function of t.
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�three to five� hubs perform worse under this metric since
deletion of a nearby hub necessitates inefficient transconti-
nental crossings to the next-nearest hub in order to access the
rest of the network. Note that by the point t=0.35, M for
each HS network contains less than half of the nodes origi-
nally present. Due to the small remaining size, we can see
T /T0 dip for some networks.

While using targeted removals is helpful for understand-
ing worst-case scenarios, modeling random failures provides
a different portrait of network resilience. To this end, we
consider the effects of random edge deletion. Explicitly, we
generate an ensemble of 50 independent realizations �i.e.,
randomly selected sets of edges to delete� for each value of
deleted edges considered. Figure 5 shows the average value
of S �the relative size of the largest connected component�
over the ensemble of 50 realizations as more edges are re-
moved. Remarkably, SW has nearly 98% of its nodes in larg-
est connected component even after the deletion of 80% of
its edges �and remains at 100% connected for every realiza-
tion in the ensemble until 30.8% of the edges are removed�.
In contrast, all of the other carriers have realizations that start
losing full connectivity after the deletion of fewer than 2% of
edges, but note that the majority of the network remains
connected. Thus, the HS networks are fragile in the sense
that even for low numbers of edges deleted, a small set of
nodes becomes completely disconnected from the network.
This result is consistent with the prevalence of low-degree
nodes occupying the low k shells in the HS networks. We
also find that SW exhibits the slowest increase in the normal-
ized travel cost metric under random edge deletion �not
shown here�, but this effect is much less pronounced than in
Fig. 4�b�.

We also find that all carriers are resilient to random node
removal �not shown here�. This does not come as a surprise
given that networks with right-skewed degree distributions
are typically immune to random failures of their nodes.

These results on resilience are consistent with our intu-
ition that binary edge density alone is a strong predictor of
network resilience. SW is significantly more dense �0.44�
than the HS Airline with the next highest density, AA �0.16�.
However, the detailed resilience portrait of a network de-
pends not only on density but the specific wiring patterns

present; two networks with the same density and radically
different topologies �e.g., a star and a chain� could have very
different resilience properties. We will investigate this further
in Sec. IV by way of two different density-enhancing rewir-
ing schemes.

IV. CONSTRAINT PRESERVING REWIRINGS

It is of great interest to understand how to increase the
resilience of an individual existing network. We examine the
effects of two rewiring schemes, called “diamond” and
“chain,” which can increase binary edge density and by con-
sequence k cores and resilience to node and edge deletion
without increasing flight or airport requirements. In order to
boost the resilience of the airline’s route map, its unweighted
binary network Gc�Nc ,Ec�, we take advantage of the redun-
dancy provided by its weighted network of actual flights,
Wc�Nc ,Ec�. Each scheme involves rerouting flights within
specific four-node motifs, found iteratively through search of
each carrier’s network in a way that preserves both the num-
ber of flights and the in and out strengths of each node. We
restrict our rewiring schemes to the undirected “daily one-
flight minimum” weighted subnetwork for each carrier c
formed by rescaling all edge weights sij→ �sij /365� and re-
moving all edges with new weight less than 1. In cases
where there is an asymmetric number of flights in each di-
rection, we use the maximum as the undirected edge weight.

In the diamond scheme, we search for motifs with the
structure shown in Fig. 6�a�, where a number of daily flights
along the edge between 1 and 2 and the edge between 3 and
4 are at least 2 �if there is only one flight between either pair
we are not able to add a new binary edge and preserve gate
requirements by shifting flights�. This motif is fairly com-
mon among hub-and-spoke networks, in which nodes 1 and
3 are spokes connected to hubs 2 and 4 but not to each other.
The missing connection to form a four clique can be created
by routing a small number of flights along the missing edge
connecting nodes 1 and 3. To preserve the gate requirements,
a flight originally between nodes 3 and 4 is rerouted along 2
and 4 �see Fig. 6�b��. In this manner the total number of
flights �the sum over all edges� and the gate requirements
�the in strength and out strength of each node� remain con-
stant, while the addition of the edge connecting 1 and 3
raises the coreness of at least one of these two nodes. To
preferentially boost the most isolated nodes, we iteratively
search for all such motifs and rewire the motif with the
smallest sum of the degree of nodes 1 and 3; in the event that
there are several qualifying motifs we select randomly
among them. While this rewiring scheme boosts edge den-
sity, it is restricted to boosting the resilience of nodes with
degree at least 2.

On the other hand, the Chain scheme seeks to boost the
resilience of the weakest nodes. We search for motifs with
the structure shown in Fig. 6�c�, where a number of daily
flights along the edge between 1 and 4 and the edge between
2 and 3 are at least 2. Two additional binary connections are
formed between 1 and 2 and 3 and 4 by transferring flights
�see Fig. 6�d��. Such motifs are common in hub-and-spoke
networks where spoke nodes �1 and 3� lack connections to
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FIG. 5. �Color online� Relative size of the largest connected
component �S� of each passenger carrier’s network as a function of
the proportion of edges removed by random failure �r�. Each data
point is the average over 50 independent realizations. Representa-
tive standard error is shown by the error bars on SW and US.
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some of the hub nodes �2 and 4�. Similarly to the diamond
scheme, we select motifs one at a time in which the sum of
the degree of the weak nodes 1 and 3 is minimal, selecting
randomly between qualifying motifs in the event that there is
more than 1.

We note the specific trade-offs imposed by each rewiring.
As already mentioned, both the total number of flights and
the gate requirements at each airport are preserved. Addition-
ally, under the diamond rewiring, some of the demand be-
tween nodes 3 and 4, all of which was satisfied with direct
flights before the rewiring, now must be satisfied by an indi-
rect flight �4 to 2 to 3�. This inconvenience for some passen-
gers is a trade-off with respect to the convenience gained by
other passengers who benefited from the new direct flight
between nodes 1 and 3. Similarly in the chain scheme, some
of the demand between nodes 1 and 4 or between 2 and 3,
previously satisfied by direct flights, may need to be satisfied
by indirect flights �e.g., 1 to 2 to 4�. In both rewiring
schemes specific routes may be made more costly to passen-
gers or the operator while others are made less costly, yet
overall the airline gains flexibility through a denser route
map.

We apply each of these rewiring schemes to the daily
one-flight minimum network of each of the major passenger
carriers, adding 10% new edges, and examine the rewirings’
effects on network resilience, measured according to the size
of the largest connected component under degree-targeted
node removal and node betweenness.

Figure 7 shows the effects of these two rewiring schemes
on the resilience of the daily carrier networks. In each, we
plot D, the difference in the size of the connected component
after removing a fraction of nodes by degree-targeted re-
moval, t, between the rewired network and the original net-
work as a function of t. As expected, the addition of edges
via both schemes enhances the resilience of each network,
though the resistance to different size disturbances depends
on the scheme. As seen in Fig. 7�a�, while the diamond
scheme boosts the resilience of the networks to larger pertur-
bations which knock out several of the most connected
nodes, it offers no additional resilience to targeted perturba-
tions which affect only the most connected node. This is a

FIG. 6. �Color online� Two examples of strength-preserving re-
wirings which increase binary �unweighted� edge density and k core
of nodes. In each, no explicit geography is implied by the layout
and the edges between the nodes shown and the rest of the networks
are not shown. �a� Diamond scheme: the initial logical weighted
connectivity of a set of four nodes. �b� Addition of a direct link
between nodes 1 and 3 with adjustments of the weights on the
existing links increases the coreness of 1 or 3 or both. The strength
of each node and the sum over all edge weights remains constant
despite the rewiring. �c� Chain scheme: the initial logical weighted
connectivity of a set of four nodes. �b� Addition of direct links
between nodes 1 and 2 and nodes 3 and 4 with adjustments of the
weights on the existing links increases the coreness of 1 or 3 or
both. The strength of each node and the sum over all edge weights
remains constant despite the rewiring.
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FIG. 7. �Color online� The rewirings of Fig. 6 applied to the
daily one-flight minimum network of each carrier increase resil-
ience. Here D=S�t�rewired−S�t�original with S defined as in Fig. 4.
Note that the “original” network we compare to is each carrier’s
daily one-flight minimum network. �a� Diamond motif rewiring
scheme applied to add 10% new edges boosts resilience primarily to
larger targeted disturbances. �b� Chain motif rewiring scheme ap-
plied to add 10% new edges boosts resilience to smaller targeted
disturbances. �c� Diamond and chain rewiring schemes applied to
the SW network. Note that gains in resilience occur in a later re-
gime than other carriers since the original SW network remains well
connected in the early regime.
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consequence of the fact that this rewiring scheme can only be
applied to nodes with degree of at least 2. On the other hand,
the chain scheme can reinforce degree 1 nodes and conse-
quently can boost network resilience in the small perturba-
tion regime, as shown in Fig. 7�b�. The gain in resilience
under the chain scheme is most pronounced at the first non-
zero data point in Fig. 7�b� �after the first node removal�.
Finally, the highly connected structure of the SW network
defers any gains in resilience until the larger perturbation
regime.

Motivated by the fact that one consequence of the PP
topology is that the shortest paths through the network can
be distributed across many intermediate nodes rather than a
few hubs, we examine the effects of the rewiring schemes on
individual nodes’ betweenness. We calculate the betweenness
of each node using the geographic-distance weighted graph
to determine shortest paths in both the original daily one-
flight minimum network of each carrier and the rewired net-
work and plot B, the difference in betweenness of the rth
highest betweenness-ranked node between the rewired net-
work and the original network against r /N for each carrier in
Fig. 8. �Note that the rewiring scheme may actually shuffle
the betweenness rank of some nodes.� While both schemes
generally reduce the betweenness of the highest nodes, the
chain scheme has a more pronounced effect, particularly by
reducing the betweenness of the top few hubs.

It is noteworthy that while the two rewiring schemes in-
crease edge density by the same amount, the specific resil-
ience gains depend on where these edges are added. Further-
more, we emphasize that these rewiring schemes still respect
the salient constraints of the original networks: the number
of daily flights and the gate requirements at each airport.
While the specific many-variable optimization problems
solved by the carriers may preclude such simple rewirings,
this example suffices to show the existence of strength-
preserving transformations which increase binary edge den-
sity and consequently network resilience to node and edge
failure.

V. CONCLUSION

Using the abundant data available on the network struc-
tures of the major passenger airlines in the USA, we have
studied the competing effects of efficiency and resilience in
real-world networks. Although theoretical arguments suggest
the asymptotic optimality of hub-and-spoke architectures for
spatial transportation networks with transfer costs, we show
that by including resilience into the considerations, in fact,
point-to-point networks may be more desirable. We have also
shown that the degree assortativity coefficient of a network is
sensitive to the existence of large hubs and that structural
analysis of networks, in general, should be augmented with
other measures such as the Gini coefficient. Finally, we ex-
plore the interplay between k-core structure and resilience of
networks. We introduce two different rewiring schemes
which preserve node strength while boosting the coreness of
either nodes with moderate k cores or nodes with the lowest
k cores and show that the former boosts resilience to large
perturbations while the latter boosts resilience to small per-

turbations. Although developed in the context of the airline
networks �where strength preservation is equivalent to pre-
serving flight and gate requirements� the strength-preserving
rewiring schemes should be applicable to other networks in
general. Finally, although many other studies have found that
airline networks show characteristics of power-law degree
distributions �7,8�, we find that the degree distributions of the
airline networks studied herein, including the aggregate
views, are well described by simple exponential or cumula-
tive logarithmic-normal distributions.

With regard to the airline networks specifically, we iden-
tify that of the seven largest USA passenger air carriers,
Southwest Airlines has a remarkable topology especially
with regard to its k-core structure, as more than half of all
nodes belong to the kmax core. We also establish that the SW
has extreme resilience to both random and targeted failures
of nodes or edges. We observe that the effect of targeted
attack by betweenness, rather than by degree, is significantly
more pronounced on each carrier’s network. This comple-
ments previous studies on the importance of network be-
tweenness in general �42� and in airline networks in particu-
lar �5�, underscoring that betweenness is an important
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FIG. 8. �Color online� The rewirings of Fig. 6 applied to the
daily one-flight minimum network of each carrier modify node be-
tweenness. Here we calculate the betweenness of each node using
the geographic-distance weighted graph to determine shortest paths
in both the original daily one-flight minimum network of each car-
rier and the rewired network. We plot B, the difference in between-
ness of the rth highest betweenness-ranked node between the re-
wired network and the original network, against r /N for each
carrier. �a� Diamond motif rewiring scheme applied to add 10%
new edges. �b� Chain motif rewiring scheme applied to add 10%
new edges.
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criterion for consideration in critical infrastructure networks.
Our findings raise the issue of whether hierarchical net-

works could be especially susceptible to targeted attacks or
failures, given the rare population of the highest k cores of
such networks. The future design and operation of critical
infrastructure may benefit from analyzing the trade-offs of
core versus peripheral placement of hub nodes, as mentioned
in �40�. Hubs located in the core of a network substantially
increase efficient connectivity yet are critical targets as with-
out them, the network loses connectivity. Hubs in the periph-
ery �low k cores� offer smaller benefits with respect to effi-
cient connections, yet if they are disabled the connectivity of

the core of the network remains largely unaffected. Aug-
menting current studies on the optimal distribution of re-
sources or facilities by including analysis of resilience prop-
erties of networks could increase their applicability.
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